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BASANT BIRTHDAY 

1. What happens during basant? Tick (√) the correct answer. 

 The mustard flowers bloom. 

 The kite fighting festival. 

 Thunderstorms occur everyday. 

 

2. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

What did the author get for her birthday?              (        ) 

a. A dress 

b. Bangles 

c. A kite 

 

3. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.  

 Statement True False 

(a) The manjha was a yellow paste.   

(b) The manjha was for eating.   

(c) The manjha was made of rice paste and ground 

glass. 

  

 

4. Which line tells us the streets were brightly coloured and decorated? 

___________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________ 

5. How do you win a kite fight? Tick (√) the correct answer. 

 Stay within the box on the floor. 

Cut someone’s kite string. 

Fly your kite higher than everyone else. 

 

6. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

What happened to Amir’s kite in the end?              (        ) 

a. It flew like a bird. 

b. It got cut by the author. 

c. It flew higher than clouds. 

Answers: 1.(√)The mustard flowers bloom. (√)The kite fighting festival.     2. (c)     3.(a)-True; (b)-False; (c)-True     4.Cheery fabric adorned every building 

and strings of bright flags flapped across streets and alleys.     5. (√)Stay within the box on the floor. (√)Cut someone’s kite string.      6.(b)  
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VANQUISHING THE HUNGRY CHINESE ZOMBIE  

1. What happens during the seventh lunar month? Tick (√) the correct 

answer(s).  

          People feasted every night. 

          The Taoists prayed to the spirits. 

          The Hungry Ghost Festival.           

 

2. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

What does “pulling my leg” means?       (        ) 

a. To scare someone 

b. To tease someone 

c. To pull someone 

 

3. Read each statement and tick (√) “True” or “False”.  

 Statement True False 

(a) The zombie was hiding in the storage room.   

(b) The zombie could move around quickly.   

(c) The zombie wanted to eat Liang and Tong.   

 

4. Choose the correct answer and write its letter (a, b or c) in the bracket. 

How did Liang get rid of the zombie in the end?     (        ) 

a. She trapped it in a jar. 

b. She stopped it with the amulet. 

c. She burnt it into ashes. 

 

5. Write 1, 2 and 3 in the blanks below to indicate the sequence in which the 

events happened. 

______ Tong was attacked by the zombie. 

______ Tong threw glutinous rice around the shop. 

______ Tong gave Liang an amulet. 

 

6. Which word in the second last paragraph tells us that Liang was looking 

out for other monsters?  

 

Answers: 1. (√)The Taoists prayed to the spirits. (√)The Hungry Ghost Festival.      2.(b)     3.(a)-False; (b)-True; (c)-False     4. (c)      5.(1)Tong threw 

glutinous rice around the shop. (2)Tong gave Liang an amulet. (3)Tong was attacked by the zombie.     6. “Squinted”  
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